NEW 8HP MINUTE-MISER

Now available with one-third more power for transporting supervisors and workmen and for towing ball pickers or the new low-bed utility trailer. Makes it possible for men to do much more work in much less time. Easy riding, easy to drive, easy on the turf with its fat 6.50 x 8 turf tires. The Minute-Miser has a new, powerful 8hp gas engine, yet is still competitive in cost with other vehicles offering far fewer quality features.

NEW...Low-Bed Utility Trailer Economical but rugged low-bed trailer with fat, turf pampering tires. 35" x 66" bed. Easily carries two hand mowers, tools or up to 250 lbs. of chemicals, trash containers or other equipment. A covered cargo box for hand tools and light equipment is available, and the Minute-Miser can be fitted with an extra seat to make it a two-passenger vehicle. Headlight, taillight and horn are standard.

Fairway and Greens Sprayers High-capacity centrifugal pump powered by Turf-Truckster power take off. Spray boom, tank, hoses and other accessories go on and off as a unit in seconds. All components corrosion resistant. Spray calibration control so precise that chemical wastage due to overlapping or careless application is virtually eliminated. Can cut chemical costs 25%. A handgun for tree spraying is standard equipment.

Dump Bodies The big-box model (57" x 53" box) is available with manual or hydraulic dumping mechanisms. Both have swinging tailgates controlled from the operator's seat for metered dumping. Ideal for top dressing large areas or carrying refuse or soil. The hydraulic mechanism is powered from the PTO. The big box can easily carry up to 1000 lbs. of equipment or materials.

Cyclone Spreader This wide-area spreader is operated from the PTO and can be mounted in seconds. Holds up to 3 bushels of grass seed, fertilizer or other materials. Spread varies up to 40' depending on material and speed of operation.
Whether it is an old country club steeped in a historic tradition or a new golf course venture, inevitably the board of directors or owners must grapple with the complex problem of purchasing the correct insurance to protect against loss of, or damage to, real and personal property and to properly indemnify the club against injury claims filed by others.

"Of course we will always need adequate fire and liability insurance," golf and country club officials conclude. But not until they entrust the responsibility of adequate protection to a sophisticated insurance agent or committee, does the average club management group realize how many facets other than fire and liability coverage are needed for proper indemnification of the club.

This article and subsequent articles will present an in-depth study of various financial exposures at risk, about which a club operation should be concerned, and a study of selected insurance contracts which, if properly written, will enable a club to transfer the possibility of financial loss to an insurance carrier.

Hopefully, this insurance series will help club operators evaluate existing insurable risks and to determine the correct steps to indemnify the club against the ever-impending possibility of financial disaster—which could doom an otherwise wholesome operation.

This first article deals with policies which should be considered to protect valuable records and properties basically with the clubhouse of a high-quality club. The types of insurance contracts include accounts receivable insurance, valuable papers and records insurance, fine arts insur-
ance and special forms that insure other highly-valued objects or items.

In the world of insurance the foregoing contracts are known as inland marine insurance forms. They provide broader coverage on the insured property than the standard fire or burglary policies and, moreover, protect the property inside the club building as well as outside.

INLAND MARINE INSURANCE

First, we must understand what broader coverage inland marine insurance implies and how special floater forms may be adapted to strengthen the club's insurance portfolio.

Three centuries ago, in a coffee shop named Lloyds in London, England, insurance underwriters began to accept the financial risk of ships and cargos against loss from the dangers of the sea during a specific voyage. These underwriters became known as ocean marine underwriters and later evolved into what is known today as the famous Lloyd's of London.

Originally, insurance protection was provided for port to port disasters. Later by negotiations or demand, Lloyd's of London extended the insuring agreements to include land exposures, such as damage to the cargo during unloading on the docks and loss of shipments before the cargo reached its final destination.

This secondary extension of the coverage on land was appropriately named inland marine insurance.

Thereafter, inland marine underwriting committees were formed that began to insure other types of property during the course of transportation alone, without the ocean exposure being involved.

However, one hard-and-fast rule seemed to prevail. The property eligible for inland marine treatment under tailored floater forms had to be movable or instrumentalties to transportation or communications—and not fixed real property—which could be involved in movement.

Today, there are scores of inland marine floater forms which not only cover individual items such as jewelry, furs and other personal effects, but there are commercial property forms, which provide coverage on movable property owned or leased by mercantile and industrial concerns as well.

Many of the inland marine floater forms developed for commercial risks are ideal insurance contracts to cover exposures to financial loss involving property of a country club.

Before exploring these forms, one very important concept of inland marine coverage must be explained. Basically, there are two types of coverage which may be purchased to protect property insured by inland marine underwriters: 1) named peril contracts and 2) all risk contracts.

A named peril contract insures the property only against certain perils which are defined in the form attached to the policy, such as fire, earthquake, flood, burglary or over-turn of a vehicle upon which the property is being conveyed. No other cause of loss or damage would be covered under these limited forms.

An all risk contract insures the property against any cause of loss or damage to that property, unless the cause is otherwise excluded by the contract or form attached. Naturally, the all risk forms are broader in scope of coverage. In most cases, every country club should strive to insure its movable valuable property under an all risk form, thus indemnifying itself against nearly every possible insurable peril which might befall the property.

Consider, for example, this horrible circumstance and dilemma: It is the last day in July, tomorrow the office staff will begin the final postings of members' charges at the country club. It has been a very active month at the club. There was a large Fourth of July dinner and fireworks display, the men had their annual invitational tournament, the women held their usually popular club championship week and four large business dinner meetings were held in the clubhouse.

When the office staff arrived, they discovered that a water pipe had broken during the night and the records of every members' account, plus recently signed green fees, food and drink checks, were completely damaged by the night-long downpour from the pipe. There was no way to decipher which member signed which checks, what the total dollar amount should be, or which soggy account to post the checks upon.

Granted, most country club members are honest and promptly pay their monthly statements. But certainly each member is entitled to know the exact amount of his monthly indebtedness with supporting evidence for his company expense account or for income-tax purposes. How would the club compute each member's statement with the necessary documents completely submerged under water, completely unidentifiable? What good is the club's fire insurance policy in the circumstances just described? The answer is none.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE INSURANCE

Had a qualified insurance man carefully guided the club's insurance program, this dilemma would have been minimized, because that program would have included accounts receivable insurance.

Accounts receivable insurance indemnifies the country club against loss resulting from its inability to collect monies when its records have been destroyed, damaged or lost.

As you can see, the coverage is all risk, rather than named peril, or broader rather than limited in scope by just certain perils defined in the form. There are reasonable exclusions, however, to an all risk contract. Insurance companies won't indemnify against war, nuclear activities and losses from any fraudulent, dishonest or criminal act by the insured or his employees, which would be covered under the club's fidelity insurance.

Moreover, bookkeeping errors, continued on page 76
DEVELOPING A GOLF COURSE?

The easiest way to wreck a golf club is leave too many stones unturned

Nothing turns a golfer off quicker than ruining his clubs on fairway stones. Nothing kills play on a golf course faster than unhappy golfers with damaged woods and irons.

That's why the fast and efficient Bergman Method of golf course preparation plows deep; turns and returns the soil to bring rocks and debris to the surface; rakes and picks the stones before leveling, contouring, fertilizing and seeding, including tees and greens. Naturally we can also install your irrigation system at the same time or serve as your consulting supervisor.

These are the reasons why Bergman Method golf courses are played by more enthusiastic golfers sooner . . . why "stony" is the description of a beautiful approach shot and not a criticism of the condition of the course. And because we are a "family" company, your golf course is assured of tender, loving care.

We go anywhere

Wm. Bergman, Jr.

1335 M-15 REESE, MICH. 48757

PHONE: CODE 517 VO 8-9812
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CONTROL MOST TURF DISEASES THROUGHOUT THE GROWING SEASON!

MALLINCKRODT BROAD-SPECTRUM FUNGICIDE!

SPRING
Apply 3 oz. KROMAD per 1000 sq. ft. weekly. Controls most spring fungus diseases including dollar spot and leaf spots. For “resistant” dollar spot, use TOBAZ® (separately—don’t mix with KROMAD) at 2 oz. rate.

SUMMER
Apply 3 oz. KROMAD per 1000 sq. ft. weekly. Controls brown patch, dollar spot, copper spot, red thread and the leaf spots. In severe brown patch weather, add ½ oz. CALO-CLOR® in tank-mix or TOBAZ (separate application) at the 2 oz. rate. If pythium threatens, apply KOBAN® (separate application) at 4 oz. rate. For “resistant” dollar spot, apply TOBAZ (separately) at 2 oz. rate.

AUTUMN
Apply 3 oz. KROMAD per 1000 sq. ft. weekly. Controls most fall diseases including dollar spot, copper spot, red thread and leaf spots. For “resistant” dollar spot, use TOBAZ (separate application) at 2 oz. rate.

For winter turf improvement and protection, see your Mallinckrodt distributor for the finest snow mold control chemicals.

Your distributor has KROMAD folders with this complete program... ask him for yours!

MALLINCKRODT CHEMICAL WORKS
Turf Products
St. Louis • New York • Los Angeles
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billing omissions and loss from electrical or magnetic injury, disturbance or erasure of electronic recordings are naturally excluded, along with any fancy manipulation or records to conceal misappropriation.

This insurance is not credit insurance. The policy does not guarantee collection, unless the records cannot be used to render an account to a member.

How much accounts receivable insurance should a club carry? The answer is easy. Although activities at most clubs fluctuate during seasons, this policy may be written to cover both peak exposures and low months.

With the assistance of a qualified insurance agent, the club should complete an accounts receivable application which includes information related to where the records are kept when not in use by the office staff—underwriters grant a premium discount when records are kept in burglar and/or fire-proof safes—and information relative to the amount of receivables during the last 12 months.

The policy may then be written for a limit of liability of 110 per cent of the highest amount of accounts receivable during any one of the latest available 12 months. Each month the club reports to the insurance company the exact amount of its outstanding receivables. Thereafter, the company will adjust the deposit premium paid for the policy to the actual earned premium, based on the average of the monthly reports.

The club will pay no more than its actual exposure, but will have adequate protection should a new peak month of not more than 110 per cent of the past peak arise. It is imperative that the monthly reports are sent to the company upon the close of each month's billing period to comply with the policy conditions.

VALUABLE PAPERS & RECORDS INSURANCE

Another insurance policy from the inland marine family that may be important to many country clubs is valuable papers and records insurance. Because many clubs own valuable documents such as abstracts, books, card files, drawings, deeds, manuscripts, mortgages, plans and other records which, if destroyed, lost or damaged, would work untold hardship on the operations of the club, this all risk insurance contract would be an important addition to the insurance portfolio.

If any of these records were destroyed, lost or damaged, the insurance would pay the cost of replacing or reproducing them. Various qualified persons will be needed to establish which records should be insured and to establish the expense to restore the destroyed or lost documents.

When the restoration value is determined, the club must next ascertain whether the actual documents can be replaced or reproduced. If one or two cannot be restored, the club will be insured for the actual documents. If some cannot be restored, the club will be insured for a blanket amount equal to the total value of all insured records in the coverage.

The policy will not be obligated to pay a loss unless the documents are replaced or unless an exact amount for each item which cannot be restored is listed in the policy.

FINE ARTS INSURANCE

Within every clubhouse, are many other personal properties of special value (usually more than the normal value of clubhouse furnishings) which should be insured for broader perils than say fire or burglary coverage. These properties include valuable objects of art, such as paintings, etchings, pictures, tapestries, art glass windows, valuable rugs, statuary, marbles, bronzes, antique furniture, rare or historic books, trophies, collections, bric-a-brac and a host of similar objects that are rare or have historic or artistic value.

These items may be insured under fine arts insurance. Again, the policy form should provide all risk protection.

An important point to remember is that when insurable items are determined, their value should be carefully established by a qualified professional who knows the replacement value of each item. A policy which lists various items but fails to place current, realistic values on each item is worthless. An significant point about standard fine arts insurance policy is that it excludes coverage against loss or damage caused by breakage of fragile items unless breakage coverage is specified. The exclusion is deleted.

Deletion of the breakage exclusion on fragile articles may be done by a small additional premium charge. This step is recommended whenever a fine arts policy is written up.

Not only may objects of art be insured under inland marine insurance, but other items within the clubhouse or other buildings may be insured under camera, musical instrument, sporting equipment, silverware or stamp and coin collection forms.

The list of items may include leased office equipment on which the lessee is required to carry all risk insurance by the terms of the lease agreement. All lease agreements should be reviewed.

One of the most important exposures frequently overlooked by many country clubs is coverage on art exhibitions on display in the clubhouse. Frequently, the club permits artists to show their works at the clubhouse. They certainly enhance the beauty of the building, but the club sometimes fails to remember that it may be held responsible for artwork entrusted to its care.

This responsibility may be transferred to an insurance company by purchasing an exhibition floater policy which covers the property of others while in the custody of the country club.

In the next article, we will examine various outdoor property loss exposures, explore various inland marine policy forms which are adaptable to coverage on these properties and also study certain policy provisions and conditions which should be modified to broaden the over-all country club insurance program.

John Gleason Jr. is an insurance consultant dealing exclusively with coverage requirements of clubs, and has written numerous other articles on insurance for GOLFDOM.
No wonder we sell more sprinklers.

Rain Bird sprinklers don’t know when to quit. That’s why the vast majority of millions we’ve sold since the late Thirties are still going strong.

But everything breaks down sooner or later. Nice thing about our sprinkler heads is that when they do break down, it usually costs from 45¢ to $1.50 to fix them.

That's the cost of a new wearing ring that's designed to take the brunt of the wear.

A gear-driven head is a very different story. A $13.00 to $47.00 story. Because that's what the parts normally cost for repairing a gear-driven sprinkler. (It's more than repair. You generally have to replace the entire sealed gear unit.)

The next time you've got a gear-driven sprinkler head up for repair, put it up for replacement instead. With a Rain Bird impulse sprinkler.
Golf courses use more MILORGANITE than any other fertilizer

37 1/2 LBS. OF EVERY 50 LB. BAG IS RICH VITAL HUMUS...THE TRUE NATURAL ORGANIC

- Never burns...safe at any temperature
- Contains all plant foods needed for growth
- Free flowing - Easy to spread
- Never a chemical additive
- Grows everything - better
- Builds stronger, healthier turf

THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION  P.O. BOX 2079  •  MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201
ineslike reports in which you can translate words into money and come out with a reasonable estimate of cost, operating expense and net profit of providing the community with an asset of inestimable value.

Real estate-golf projects that are dependent on borrowed money and borrowed time can get valuable guidance from the National Golf Foundation. The foundation is helpful beyond measure in contributing to the pursuit of happiness, the development of natural resources and the enlargement of the golf market. Its annual budget is about half of 1 per cent of the sales of playing and course maintenance equipment in the golf industry market.

It has personnel who are a marvelous bargain because they love the golf cause. Right at the start of the foundation, there was Glenn Morris, who took a cut in salary and resigned from the Walter Hagen Golf Company to do a foundation job that fascinated him. He got the industry promotion going. Rex McMorris was shanghaied into foundation direction from the Junior Chamber of Commerce work, and with a million loose ends got them knit together for more golf.

McMorris quit to accept the challenge of a northern Illinois community golf course and other recreational developments that had him in an argument about the soundness of the foundation’s elements of course location, building and operation. McMorris proved himself immensely important to his community. Harry Eckhoff, a school teacher who’d done a tremendously valuable job for the Army, retired from military service and joined the foundation. He was a fine reporter and field man and had a gift of organizing. He became a field man for the foundation, then when office work got McMorris stir-crazy, Harry was made head man. He could stand it so long, and did plenty to get the paperwork organized perfectly. Then Eckhoff went back to touring the Atlantic littoral, telling golf people what others had learned the hard way. He was, and is, an expert at this kind of work.

Harry Eckhoff was succeeded by Bill Pack, a retired Navy captain and peace-time golf club official and industrial management expert who loved golf. He likewise discovered there was more inside work than he handkered for during a period when several larger golf companies were going through merger and conglomeratation changes with worries that wound up with Bill Pack. He told them when the buck could stop.

Then came Don Rossi, who’d headed Army athletic work and had been a star college athlete, a successful coach and a very successful salesman and sales executive of a major sporting goods manufacturing company. The competent, imaginative and vigorous Rossi came in as the right guy at a critical time to protect and extend the National Golf Foundation’s performance as the most effective market promotion operation in all sports.

The Stewart feasibility report on the Jackson, Miss., course had me wondering about the United States Golf Assn.’s National course in New Jersey. That had better be the most ideally designed, constructed and operated golf course in the world, and be finan-

continued on page 82

Sisco eliminates the high cost of waiting

Waiting can be a costly and frustrating process. SISCO helps you avoid the waiting game because we stock everything you might need and lots of it. We now maintain complete stocks in the Chicago area as well as in Royal Oak, Michigan. Also, waiting can mean that a job will cost more than was estimated, and lost revenue for a course out-of-play longer. These are two good reasons why you should call SISCO . . .

we won't make your watering schedule wait for our delivery schedule.

Sprinkler Irrigation Supply Company, Division of A.J. Miller, Inc., 1316 N. Campbell Rd., Royal Oak, Mich. 48067, (313) 548-7272
1738 Armitage Court, Addison Ill. 60101 (312) 629-7730, Kalamazoo (616) 381-0506
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You can if you bring out the best in your golfers. And Agrico can do this for you by building thicker, more colorful, resilient turf grass from tee to fairway to green.

Golf is a darn challenging game regardless of whether the golfer is a duffer or a low-handicapper. He needs all the skill and confidence he can muster. Agrico and you give him a head start on confidence for that good shot.

Thick, rich fairways let golfers get a good bite into wood and iron shots. Colorful, lush tees condition them for a good start on each hole. Smooth, springy and true greens are essential for better putting.

It all adds up to better total confidence which brings out the best in golfers . . . keeps them enthusiastic about your course . . . makes you a four-star superintendent. Write us about Agrico's Custom-Tailored Golf Course Program. You might be our next four-star superintendent.